Abstract-We propose a wideband multifunctional device which combines a linear-to-circular polarization convertor with focusing metasurface. The proposed design is built by a novel dual-layered metal cross and cross ring unit cell which exhibits satisfying performance for controlling the reflecting phase of the electromagnetic wave polarization-independently. The device is illuminated by a Vivaldi antenna, and the functions of polarization conversion and gain enhancement have been simultaneously achieved in the band of 9.12-10.2 GHz. In addition, the polarization helicity of the system can be reconfigured by rotating the feed antenna. The device has not only greatly presented the flexibility and superiority of the metasurface in steering the electromagnetic waves, but also promoted the development of the multifunctional metasurface.
INTRODUCTION
Metamaterials are artificial materials that possess peculiar properties not found in nature [1] [2] [3] [4] . Recently, metasurfaces (MSs) -two-dimensional version of metamaterials -have become a research hotspot because of their extraordinary properties with the advantage of easy fabrication, compactness, and low loss. A MS usually consists of a set of subwavelengh resonant structures with different geometrical parameters. It can manipulate the scattering EM waves with controlled amplitude and phase and thus possesses special functionalities such as anomalous reflection/refraction and polarization conversion provided that these constitutive unit cells are carefully arranged on a surface. Thereinto, the polarization state is one of the most important characteristics of the EM waves. We can classified the polarization conversion MS (PCMS) [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] into two categories according to the format of the MS -transmitting type [14] [15] [16] [17] and reflecting type [18, 19] . Also, the PCMS also can be classified into cross-polarization conversion one [14] [15] [16] 18] or linear-to-circular/circular-tolinear (LTC/CTL) one [17, 19] according to specific functionalities. However, the mentioned PCMSs are all illuminated by plane waves and the radiation performances will be more or less deteriorated when they are directly feed by a spherical feed source like Vivaldi antenna. Taking the overall performances into consideration, a technique should be adopted for a PCMS design to control the direction of the scattering wave for spherical wave excitation.
The phase gradient metasurface (PGMS), firstly proposed by Yu et al. [5] , is a special kind of MS which enables to provide pre-defined in-plane wave vectors to manipulate the directions of the refracting/reflecting waves. In that article, the PGMS was utilized to demonstrate the general Snell's law by using nano-V-antennas with different shapes, which opens the door to the rapid development of MS for beam steering such as anomalous refraction/reflection and focusing. Among them, the focusing MS [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] can transfer the incident plane wave to its focal point, and vice versa. So it can be predicted that the combination of the PCMS with focusing MS will improve the radiation performance of the system.
In this paper, we design a multifunctional reflected MS by combining a linear-to-circular polarization convertor and a focusing metasurface. A Vivaldi antenna operating in a wideband has been designed for illuminating the MS. Simultaneously, the new MS can achieve polarization conversion with radiation improvement in a wide band. The MS is built by a novel unit cell which consists of a dual-layered metal cross and cross ring (CCR) to cover [0, 2π] phase change. Comparing with LTC-MS, the multifunctional MS enhance the gain and decrease beam width of the antenna in a 3 dB AR band of 9.12-10.2 GHz. As the rotation of the antenna, a reflecting wave with x polarization, lefthanded circular polarization (LHCP), y polarization or right-handed circular polarization (RHCP) can be obtained respectively. To demonstrate the proposed scheme, a finally designed MS, occupying an area of 130 mm × 130 mm, has been fabricated using PCB technics and measured in a anechoic chamber. The proposed design is not only an improvement to the PCMS but also a promotion for the multifuctional MS development.
LTC-PCMS DESIGN
Anisotropic structures have the potential to manipulate electromagnetic waves with different polarizations respectively. The structure of the proposed anisotropic MS unit cell is shown in Fig. 1 , the unit cell consists of a metal cross and metal cross ring (CCR) on a substrate board with a permittivity of 2.65. The unit cell is simulated in CST Microwave Studio by using periodic boundary in x and y direction, see simulation setup shown in Fig. 1(b) . We set r x and r y with different values to make the reflecting phase change with the polarization of the incident wave. The reflection matrix (R matrix), which connects the incident fields and reflected fields, can be described as
where R ij represents the reflection coefficient of j polarization incident wave and i polarization reflected wave. When r x = 4.06 mm and r y = 3.6 mm, the simulation results in Fig. 2 show that Am(R xx ) = Am(R yy ) = 1, Am(R yx ) = Am(R xy ) = 0 and Arg(R xx ) − Arg(R yy ) ≈ −90 • in the band of 9.1-10.3 GHz. In this situation, the R matrix is:
To not lose the generality, we suppose that the LTC-PCMS is illuminated by a plane wave propagating along −z direction, then we have where k is the wave number. In the following, we will discuss that our LTC-PCMS supports linear wave to LHCP or RHCP wave conversion in two special cases.
In the first case of θ = 45 • , the incident E fields can be calculated as
then the reflected E fields can be calculated as:
From Eq. (6), it can be concluded that a LHCP reflected wave can be obtained in this situation as shown in Fig. 3(a) .
In the second case of θ = 135 • , we can obtain following results by taking similar calculations:
In this situation, a RHCP reflected wave has been obtained. To verify above prediction, Fig. 3 depicts a practical realized scheme of our system, where the LTC-PCMS composed of 13 × 13 single-layered CCR unit cells is fed by a Vivaldi antenna. The antenna has been rotated around its own axis with 45 • and 135 • respectively, and it is placed 60 mm away from the MS. Fig. 4 shows the voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) and also the geometrical parameters of the Vivaldi antenna.
The antenna 3D radiation patterns and AR of the LTC-PCMS for the two situations are depicted in Fig. 5 . It is shown that the 3 dB AR bandwidth covers 9.1-10.3 GHz and the results are the same except that the co-polarization is LHCP for θ = 45 • while it is RHCP for θ = 135 • . Therefore, our proposed scheme and design has been successfully verified. Despite this, it also should be noted that the radiation pattern of the Vivaldi antenna deteriorates to some degree with the polarization conversion, which can be depicted more clearly by the comparison of 2D ridiation patterns with and without the LTC-PCMS shown in Fig. 6 . As shown, not only the peak gain decreases but also the beam width expands when the LTC-MS exists. To solve the problem, we introduce a focusing MS to collimate the phase of the aperture field and thus improve the radiation performances. 
MULTIFUNCTIONAL MS DESIGN
To ease the design, the unit cell should exhibit polarization-independent electrical response, and the phase changing range should cover [0, 2π]. By simulations, we find that the single-layered CCR element features good polarization-independent reflected phase responses by tuning the length of the cross r x and r y but still lacks sufficient phase changing range. However, a dual-layered CCR element is a perfect alternative and is adopted for our design. The dual-layered element has the same parameters with the single-layered one, and the phases of S 11 for x/y polarization are shown Fig. 7 , where d indicates the thickness of the substrate. It is shown that the parameter r x (r y = 4.06 mm) just affects the value of Arg(R xx ) while Arg(R yy ) is almost constant when r x increases from 2.3 mm to 4.06 mm. Meanwhile, the phase variation range of Arg(R xx ) has reached 360 • . Since the CCR unit cell exhibits rotational symmetry, similar conclusion can be readily obtained when r y is tuned while keep r x constant. To demonstrate that the dual-layered CCR unit cell can manipulate the different polarization waves independently, a supercell with inverse linear phase gradient along x direction for x and y polarization has been designed. As shown in Fig. 8(a) , the proposed supercell is composed of seven unit cells with the parameters of r x1 = r y7 = 4.06 mm, r x2 = r y6 = 3.95 mm, r x3 = r y5 = 3.84 mm, r x4 = r y4 = 3.67 mm, r x5 = r y3 = 3.26 mm, r x6 = r y2 = 2.62 mm, r x7 = r y1 = 2.32 mm. For x polarization incident wave the step of the phase Figure 7 . Phases of S 11 for x/y polarizations of the dual-layered CCR unit cell with its structure. difference is +60 • along +x direction while for y polarization the step is −60 • . According to the generalized reflection law described in Eq. (9), the reflected wave will always deflect to the phase delay direction.
sin
where ϕ is the phase discontinuity at a local position on the MS, n i the refractive index of the incident medium, θ r (θ i ) the reflected (incident) angle of the electromagnetic wave, and λ the wavelength. The supercell is simulated by using periodic boundary in y direction and open boundaries in x and z directions. So we can obtain that dϕ/dx = 2π/(Np − p), where N is the number of unit cells used for building the supercell. In the design, the sample is placed in free space (i.e., n i = 1), thus θ r can be obtained by Eq. (10).
The anomalous reflections of the supercell are shown in Figs The performances of the supercell verify that the dual-layered CCR element can steer the EM waves with different polarizations independently. To be specific, the phases of x and y polarization incident waves are controlled by r x and r y respectively and they do not influence each other. Therefore, design of the following multifunctional MS will be greatly simplified. Firstly, for designing focusing MS the phase difference distribution on the MS has to satisfy Eq. (11).
where L is the focal distance, m(n) the number of the unit cell in x(y) direction, and Δϕ(m, n) the phase difference according to the unit cell placed at the origin point (m = 0, n = 0). Secondly, the phase delay for x polarization incident wave must have a 90 • difference with the y polarization through each unit cell, namely Arg(R xx ) mn −Arg(R yy ) mn ≈ −90 • . Arg(R xx ) mn is controlled by the parameter of r x while Arg(R yy ) mn is controlled by the parameter of r y . For x polarization incident wave, the phase distribution can be deduced as:
For y polarization incident wave, the phase distribution is:
where, in the focusing LTC-PCMS design following equations have to be satisfied:
. We fix L = 2λ, by insertion of p = 10 mm, λ = 30 mm, Arg(R xx ) 00 = −700 • , the phase distributions for the two polarizations are calculated by Eqs. (12) and (13), respectively, and then the values of r x and r y at each position (m, n) on the MS can be ascertained by Fig. 7 based on the calculated phase distributions. Fig. 9 shows the absolute phase distributions for the two polarizations, and Fig. 10 shows the parameter distributions. Lastly, the proposed MS model is built in CST based on the matrixes of r x and r y , and a Vivaldi antenna is placed 60 mm away from MS as a the feed source. As shown in Fig. 3(a) , we first set θ = 45 • , and a LHCP reflected wave will be obtained consequently. Fig. 11 describes the near-field electric field distributions in xoz and yoz plane, and it is shown that the reflected wave has been transformed to near-plane wave which is a extraordinary performance of focusing MS. The 2D patterns of xoz and yoz are shown in Fig. 12 , and the pencil-shaped 3D radiation pattern and realized gains with AR results are shown in Fig. 13 . Compared with LTC-PCMS, the new multifunctional MS enhances the gain and decreases beam width of the antenna in 3 dB AR band of 9.12-10.2 GHz. Specially, the realized gain has been enhanced 12 dB, and a half power beam width of 13 • has been achieved at 10 GHz.
In addition, the models of θ = 0 • , 90 • and 135 • have also been simulated. It is similar to the LTC-PCMS, and the results for θ = 135 • and 45 • are the same except that the co-polarization is LHCP for θ = 45 • while it is RHCP for θ = 135 • . For θ = 0 • , a x linear co-polarization reflected wave is obtained as shown in Fig. 14(a) . On the other hand, for θ = 90 • , a y linear co-polarization reflected wave is obtained as shown in Fig. 14(b) . So the whole system is polarization-reconfigurable to some extent. Finally, photographs of the fabricated sample are shown Fig. 15. 
CONCLUSIONS
We have firstly simulated a single-layered LTC-PCMS feed by a Vivaldi antenna and analyze its farfield results. Then a dual-layered multifunctional MS has been proposed to simultaneously enhance the gain of the antenna and achieve linear-to-circular polarization conversion. The proposed CCR unit cell can manipulate different polarizations independently, and the phase discontinuities can be tuned flexibly in a whole range of 0 to 2π. The new MS enhances the gain and decreases beam width of the antenna in 3 dB AR band of 9.12-10.2 GHz. This work is a good combination of PCMS and focusing MS, and the polarization of the system is reconfigurable mechanically. The device not only presents the flexibility and superiority of the MS in manipulating EM waves, but also promotes the development of multifunctional MS.
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